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the same time, researchers ignore important
problems in nonUNIX systems.

Abstract
This paper presents a comparative study of the performance of
three operating systems that run on the personal computer architecture derived from the IBM-PC, The operating systems, Windows for Workgroups,
Windows
NT, and NetBSD
(a freely
available variant of the UNIX operating system), cover a broad
range ofs ystem functionalist y and user requirements, from a single
address space model to full protection with preemptive multi-tasking. Our measurements were enabled by hardware counters in
Intel’s Pentium processor that permit measurement of a broad
range of processor events including instruction counts and on-chip
cache miss counts. We used both microbenchmarks,
which expose
specific differences between the systems, and application
workloads, which provide an indication of expected end-to-end performance. Our microbenchmark
results show that accessing system
functionality
is often more expensive in Windows for Workgroups
than in the other two systems due to frequent changes in machine
mode and the use of system call hooks. When running native
applications, Windows NT is more efficient than Windows, but it
incurs overhead similar to that of a microkemel
since its application interface (the Wln32 API) is implemented
as a user-level
server. Overall, system functionality
can be accessed most efficiently in NetBSD; we attribute this to its monolithic structure, and
to the absence of the complications
created by hardware backwards compatibility
requirements in the other systems. Measurements of application performance show that although the impact of
these differences is significant in terms of instruction counts and
other hardware events (often a factor of 2 to 7 difference between
the systems), overall performance is sometimes determined by the
functionality
provided by specific subsystems, such as the graphics
subsystem or the file system buffer cache.

The operating system most commonly used on PC platforms
is Microsoft Windows. Windows lacks many features that the OS
research community
takes for granted, most notably preemptive
multitasking
and protected address spaces. New operating systems
for the PC market such as Windows NT and 0S/2 incorporate the
multitasking
support found in modern UNIX operating systems,
while also supporting Windows applications. Though the operating systems community
is familiar with the benefits of features
such as separate protected address spaces, little attention has been
given to systems without them. Our goal is to compare a typical
research system with typical commodity
systems by measuring
primitive operation costs, and to use these measurements to understand how system differences affect application performance.
As a first step towards this goal, we present a quantitative
comparison of three operating systems, all of which run on the
same PC hardware, Microsoft Windows for Workgroups is a version of Windows with integrated networking support. NetBSD is a
freely available version of the UNIX operating system. Microsoft
Windows NT combines support for Windows applications
with
operating system features found in UNIX operating systems. There
are important similarities in how the systems are used. All are used
in personal (i.e. single-user) computing. All are used to load multiple applications into memory and switch between them. All are
used with an interactive, window-based
interface. These similarities give us a basis for comparison.
Nevertheless, the three systems provide different core functionality. The success of Windows suggests that the functionality
it
lacks as compared to the other systems is not of primary importance in a personal computer operating system. More specifically:

1. Introduction

●

While most current operating systems research takes place using a
variant of the UNIX operating system, the vast majority of mainstream computing
occurs
derived from the IBM-PC

on personal
architecture,

●

computer (PC) systems,
running Microsoft
Win-

●
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Protected address spaces: People learn to work around bugs
that cause systems to crash.
Preemptive multi-tasking:
People wait for printers and
batch jobs and initiate context switches manually.
High-level system abstractions: Abstractions like pipes and
background jobs are not immediately useful for highly
interactive applications.

A key distinction between NetBSD and the Microsoft operating system products is that the Microsoft products must support
software originally
written for the Intel 8086. This has influenced
the structure of Windows NT. For example, in order to support
multiple application
interfaces (e.g. Win32, 0S/2, POSIX), the
interfaces are implemented as user-level servers, producing microkemel-like behavior and performance for NT.
This

study explores

how structural

features

affect

perfor-

mance. We use hardware counters in the Pentium microprocessor
[19. 26] to gather a variety of system metrics and use these metrics to quantify performance. We present results from two sets of

experiments,
cation

one using

workloads.
●

●

●

microbenchmarks

The general

strategy

and another

using

appli-

executable

for our analysis is:

principal

system

components

size

Gather statistics for the microbenchmarks.
Explain the measurements for the microbenchmarks
far as possible from available documentation.

(bytes)
in so

Windows for
Workgroups
3.11

Gather statistics for the applications.

Explain application performance based on microbenchmark
results and available documentation.
In our comparison we were obliged to make compromises on certain factors beyond our control. For example, we could not compile the three operating systems using the same compiler since we
do not have access to source code for Windows and Windows NT.
Instead we measured systems that were compiled in tbe same way
as the systems in common use. There were also occasions where
our lack of access to source code for Windows or Windows NT
prevented us from answering detailed questions about their internals. Nonetheless, analysis of data from the measurements yields
revealing and frequently surprising results. We found that:

MS-DOS

213,000

KRNL386.EXE
- control for segmented memory

76,400

●

●

●

For 16-bit Windows system calls, frequent changes in
machine mode, required for backward compatibility,
increase sys~em overbead by a factor of seven.

This section provides background on the systems that we measured and machines on which they run. A more detailed discussion
can be found in the extended version of this paper [8]. References
are provided for readers requiring more complete technical documentation on the systems.
Table 1 presents some general data on the three operating
systems, Windows
is the defacto standard operating environment
for PCs. Windows must be used in conjunction
with MS-DOS,
which provides a layer of basic system functionality,
and also
defines a system interface that Windows must preserve. As Windows and MS-DOS are usually used together, we will use the term
“Windows”
to refer to the composition of Windows running on top
of MS-DOS. Current Windows applications
must run in 16-bit
protected or “Win16” mode, ignoring the top 16 bits of 32-bit regoperate in a segmented
address space,
i sters W1n 16 applications
with a maximum
segment size of 64K bytes imposed by the 16 bit
registers used for segment offsets; Windows and all Win 16 applications share this segmented address space. Context switches
between apphcations occur when an application voluntarily
yields
control. The system does not support protected address spaces or
involuntary context switches. We estimate that about half of Winin hand-coded

- graphics engine module

220,800

Executive - interrupt handling, VM,
IPC, file system, network

752,944

Wm32

subsystem

interface,
1.0

/netbsd

!able 1. Components

2. Background

assembler.

for Workgroups
over Windows
because Windows for Workgroups was the most recent Windows
release available, and because its network support is similar to that
selected

264,096

sys-

- Wbr32

windowing
— monolithic
-Xl

user

4,194,304

system
606,208

kernel

1 Windowing

System

2,400,256

Server 3.1.1

The integrated buffer cache and device-dependent graphics
in Windows NT give it significant performance advantages
over NetBSD.
The next section provides background on the three operating systems and the hardware on which they run. In Section 3 we discuss
issues specific to our experiments, inchrding configuration
details
for the machine used, information
on the hardware counters and
how we accessed them, and a description of the microbenchmarks
and application workloads. In Section 4 and Section 5 we describe
our experiments and explain the results we obtained. In Section 6
we discuss the ramifications of our work and note some issues that
warrant further investigation.

We

USER. EXE - the windowing
tern

XF86_S3

The microkernel-like
structure of Windows NT adds
significantly
to the cost of accessing system functionality.

is written

577,577

GDI.EXE
Windows NT
Version 3.5
Build 807

NetBSD

●

dows

WIN386.EXE - the Vmtual Machine
Manager (VMM) and other VXDS.
The VMM handles task switching,
paging, and other low-level services

Windows

oj the three systems.

provided
by Windows
NT and NetBSD.
Only the
microbenchmark
and the Web server use the network.

network

Unlike Windows, Windows
NT supports protected address
spaces, preemptive multi-tasking
and multiple APIs, including the
Win32 API [41] as well as the MS-DOS
and Windows APIs.
Although Whtdows NT is not a microkernel, it implements system
wbAPIs using user-level
server processes called protected
systems, As such, many aspects of Windows NT performance and
behavior are consistent with earlier results for microkernels [7].
The Win32 API is the preferred API for Windows NT applications. It provides a flat 4G byte virtual address space. The upper
half is reserved for the Windows NT kernel, called the NT Executive, and the lower half is the user address space. Unlike Windows,
the user address space is private and is not shared between Win32
processes. The Wln32 protected subsystem implements the display
interface, the window manager, and also maintains input queues
for each Wln32 client. Other subsystems (such as the Win16 subsystem) act as Win32 clients when accessing the display.
With the exception of the NTFS tests in Section 4.5 all Windows and Windows NT experiments used the FAT file system.
Disk caching is an integral part of NetBSD and Windows NT. Our
Windows system used Smartdrv (with delayed write enabled) to
provide caching for disk reads [31 ].
We did not have source code for Windows or Whdows NT.
However, we did have a Windows debugger that allowed singlestepping through interrupt handlers and other parts of the system. 1
This made it possible to answer some questions about Windows
control structure. There are many books providing a more comprehensive technical description of Windows [6, 29, 35, 38] and Winctows NT [11. 12, 30].
NetBSD is a descendent of Berkeley (BSD) UNIX, and was
selected as a representative example of modern UNIX systems. It
is a monolithic kernel, with the system call interface implemented
directly by the operating system kernel. Each NetBSD process
runs in its own 32-bit protected address space, with the lower half
available to the user process, and the upper half reserved for the
system, The X 11 Windowing
System runs outside the operating
system kernel as a collection of user processes. This is in contrast

1 We used the SoftIce debugger from NuMega Technologies Inc.
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to Windows and Windows NT, where the windowing
system is an
integral part of the operating system. There are many excellent
technical references for UNIX systems [3, 22],

access them. We go on to describe our microbenchmarks
and
application workloads, and then close with a discussion of the metrics that we use to compare the three systems.

Our NetBSD system used the Berkeley Fast File System
(FFS) [27]. For our experiments, all NetBSD device drivers were
statically loaded. Executable
were statically
linked except as
noted. Our NetBSD kernel was compiled from the 1.0 distribution

3.1 PC Hardware

at the default optimization

level (-06)

Our experimental
machine was based on the Intel Premiere 11
motherboard, with a 90-MHz Intel Pentium processor, a 256K byte
direct-mapped second-level cache, and 32M bytes of main memory. The Pentium processor includes split first-level
instruction
and data caches. The first-level caches are 8K bytes each and twoway set-associative, with 32 byte lines and a pseudo-LRU replacement algorithm.
Periodically,
the Pentium fetches a block of
instructions from the instruction cache and places them into one of
four large prefetch buffers. To deal with the Pentium’s variable
length instructions, the instruction cache can return anywhere from
17 to 32 bytes, as many as are required to fill the prefetch buffer.
Prefetch buffer logic handles instruction identification
and alignment. The processor can issue two “simple”
instructions during
each clock cycle. Dual datapath pipelines enable both instructions
to issue memory operations to the first-level
data cache. More
complex x86 instructions (e.g. a string copy instruction) issue and
execute alone, but use both datapath pipelines. The Pentium onchip data cache is write no-allocate; writes that miss in the cache
do not affect cache contents.

with gcc version 2.4.5.2

The selection of our experimental UNIX platform was a difficult choice. We selected NetBSD because source code is publicly
available, and because it shares a common heritage and some
source code with many current commercial
UNIX
systems.
Although
a commercial
UNIX system might have permitted a
comparison using UNIX applications that more closely resembled
typical Windows workloads, all potential candidates had serious
shortcomings,3 so we chose a freely available system that we knew
would support the device drivers required by our study.

2.1 Related

Work

Although prior work has considered the impact of structure on
UNIX operating systems [7], very little attention has been given to
the behavior of commodity operating systems. In the commodity
computing world, performance measurement studies are typically
based on the assumption that the Windows operating system will
be used, and concentrate primarily on the performance for variations in computer hardware [43]. Popular computing magazines
regularly publish articles that compare current operating system
offerings for PCs, but these evaluations usually focus on functionality. They tend not to explore performance issues [15, 42], and
when they do the analysis is superficial,
presenting end-to-end
benchmark results with little attempt to explain or understand performance differences [24]. In addition, these articles frequently
anticipate future OS offerings, going to press before the systems
that they feature are ready for performance evaluation [24, 42]. We
did find one study that compared 32-bit operating systems inchtding several commercial
UNIX
products; however, the article
focused on qualitative
differences in functionality
with criteria
and
such as “Graphics and Multimedia, “ “Business Productivity,”
“DOS and Windows emulation”
[23]. Another study compared
“Network Operating Systems;’ but the only performance results
presented were for local and remote file transfers [17].

The Pentium processor also includes separate instruction and
data translation lookaside buffers (TLBs) and a hardware TLB
fault handler. Both the instruction and data TLBs are 4-way set
associative with pseudo-LRU
replacement, The instruction TLB
contains 32 entries. The data TLB contains 64+8 entries and is
dual-ported to support translation for two data memory references
per cycle. The 64-entry portion of the data TLB stores translations
for the 4K byte pages as specified by the 80386 architecture [19].
The 8-entry portion maps 4M byte pages. The larger page size is
used for graphics frame buffers and some operating system segments, to avoid flushing the 4K byte-page portion of the data TLB.
The Intel Premiere H motherboard has a PCI bus, an ISA
bus, and a BIOS ROM (AMIBIOS
1.00. 10.AX 1). We used a PCI
SCSI-II controller
based on the NCR 815 chip to control two
Seagate ST32550N Barracuda hard disks. One disk was allocated
to NetBSD and the other was shared by Windows and Windows
NT. Our machine was equipped with a SMC-8013W
ISA Ethernet
controller card and a Diamond Stealth 64D video adaptor card.
The video card has 2M bytes of DRAM memory and a Vision864
graphics chip.

Some attention from the research community
has gone to
supporting MS-DOS interfaces under a UNIX operating system.
Forin & MaIan [16] compare the FAT and Berkeley FFS file systems implemented
for a Mach 3.0 system. Another
article
described a server for the MS-DOS API on top of Mach 3.0 [37].

3.2 The Pentium

We made our measurements using event counters implemented in
the Intel Pentium processor. Although the counters are not documented in the public specification for the Pentium chip, they have
been reported in popular magazines [26], and it is rumored that
they will become a documented feature in future microprocessors
from Intel [18]. The following description of the Pentium counters
and our use of these undocumented hardware features is based on
the description from an unencumbered document [26] as well as
publicly available source code referenced in the same document.

3. Methodology
In this section, we document the hardware and software details of
our experiments. We start by describing the hardware platform on
which this study is based. We next describe the particular Pentium
counters that we use in our study, and the software that we used to

The Intel Pentium processor includes one 64-bit cycle
counter and two 64-bit, software-configurable
event counters. The
Pentium provides several privileged
instructions for configuring
these counters. Each counter can be configured to count one of a
number of different hardware events. In addition, the counters can
be configured to count events in ring O (kernel mode), events in
rings 1 through 3 (user mode), or events in all rings. This feature
permits some separation of user and system activity; however such
counts cannot be compared directly across the three operating sys-

2. Our NetBSD
system was configured
with clustering
enabled,
rotdelay = O and maxcontig = 8. Coalescing 1/0 operations was
enabled. Aside from the addition of a dewce driver to access the
Pentium counters, one change was made locally to the system: a
trivial (3 line) change was required to the initialization
code of the
NCR PCI SCSI device driver to support the NCR 815 controller
3. For example, Microsoft Word runs under SCO UNIX,
XENIX emulation mode

Counters

but only using
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terns because

each of the systems

implements

a different

3.4 Microbenchmarks

amount

in kernel mode. In Windows, the Vktual Machine
Manager (VMM)
and virtual device drivers run in kernel mode,
but the rest of the system (including MS-DOS and the BIOS) runs
in user mode. In Windows NT, the NT Executive runs in kernel
mode, with applications and the Win32 subsystem running in user
mode. In NetBSD, only the kernel runs in kernel mode. This par-titioning must be considered when comparing kernel and user mode
events across the different systems. Because of the barriers to
comparison across systems, all counts reported in this paper are
the total for all protection rings.
of functionality

We used a suite of microbenchmarks
to measure and
cific aspects of system functionality.
Most of our
marks are based on the brrberrch portable system
suite [28], and all of them borrow from the lmbench
They include:

Table 2 lists the subset of the Pentium event counts that we
report for our experiments. Although the cycle counter continues
to increment when the machine is halted (e g. in the idle Ioop of
Windows NT), no other event counts are incremented.

— minimum

functionality
●

system call latency. Time to invoke
implemented in the operating system.

Exec — latency to load and run a trivial

Exec with both static and dynamically

A suite of file system performance

●

Bitblt

Data Writes

writes count once.

Data TLB misses
Data read cache misses

0X04

Data write cache misses

oxof

Segment register loads

0x16

Instructions executed

0x27

Hardware interrupts

tests.

— a graphics

This benchmark

0X02
0X03

program. We tested
loaded libraries.

access time — access time for references spanning
arrays of various sizes. This measures the impact of the
segmented architecture in Windows and of page-mapping
policy in Windows NT and NetBSD.

✎

Oxo1

Code TLB misses

Syscall

Misaligned

Data Reads

Code cache misses

●

Count is independent of data
size. Misaligned reads count
twice.

Oxoo

OxOe

Null — counter access latency. Measures time to access our
counter control device. A starting point for understanding
more complex behavior. This benchmark is not from the
lmbench suite.

Memory

Comments

OxOd

●

✎

Name

Index

compare spemicrobenchmeasurement
methodology.

benchmark to test bitblt performance.
is not from the lmbench suite.

Netbw — a network throtwhtmt
test,
The insights gained from und~r~tanding
the microbenchmark
results provide a basis for analyzing the behavior of application
workloads.
More
detailed
descriptions
of
the individual
microbenchmarks
are given with the experimental results in Section 4.
✎

.

In addition to using the Pentium cycle counter to measure
the run times of our benchmarks and applications,
we also used
them to monitor our experiments. We recorded the cycle count for
every experiment, and used it to ensure that our experimental runs
were repeatable and that our measurements were not unexpectedly
affected by background activity.

The benchmarks were compiled for each of the three systems with the highest available optimization
level. Windows does
not support static linking for all libraries, All benchmarks on NetBSD and Windows NT were linked statically, except for the static
vs. dynamic linking
comparison
of the Exec benchmark. The
impact of compiler optimization
on the microbenchmarks
is small
. most of the measured execution time is system time and very
little time is spent in user code for the microbenchmarks.
The
microbenchmarks
were compiled for NetBSD with gcc version
2.6.3 using optimization
level -06. We used Visual C++ 1.5 for
Windows and Visual C++ 2.0 for Windows NT. with optimization
level /02. No Pentium-specific
optimizations
were applied for any
of the experimental workloads or systems.

3.3 Device Drivers

3.5 Application

The Pentium counters are accessed and controlled using special
instructions that are available in kernel mode (ring O) only. We
augmented each of the three operating systems with mechanisms
to support user level counter access and control To accomplish
this under Windows, we used a virtual device driver, commonly
known as a VXD [36].

For application workloads we restricted ourselves to software that
ran on all three systems. Regrettably, this excludes the “shrinkwrapped” software that makes up the bulk of Windows computation. Our workloads may tend to favor NetBSD because all of
them were originally
developed for the UNIX API. Despite this
bias. they do provide grounds for comparison, which Windows
software would not.

Table 2 Perztium Event Counters
listed.

Instructions using the REP prefix count as a single instruction.

Only counters used in this study we

For NetBSD, we accessed the Pentium counters using device
drivers and named files in /dev. We used four separate named
devices: one each for system and user event counts, one for the
cycle counter, and a fourth that implemented
a software-based
count of idle loop iterations. This gave us a measure of the amount
of time a given workload spent waiting for disk requests. The
event counters were configured using ioctl system calls. Further
ioctl calls zero or freeze all counters in a single operation.

Workloads

Wish is a command interpreter for the Tcl language that provides windowing
support using the Tk toolkit [34]. Our goal in
using this workload was to model behavior that might be a part of
a graphical user interface, Our Wish benchmark was based on the
“widget”
demo included in the standard Tk release. We used the
“source” Tcl command to load the widget file and “invoke” commands to exercise various widgets on the screen. This workload
was CPU intensive, making extensive use of the windowing
system with little disk activity, Wish was compiled with standard optimization
(-O) on all three systems.

Windows NT provides an elaborate API to support dynamitally-loadable
device drivers. Using this API we implemented
a
device driver that is dynamically
loaded into the NT Executive to
access the Pentium counters. This device driver allows user programs to manipulate the counters by using reads and writes of a
device special file, similar to the driver used with NetBSD.

Ghostscript
is a publicly available Postscript previewer [2],
For our experiment, we used Ghostscript to display a 13 page,
372K byte conference paper. This workload was compute intensive and made significant use of the windowing
system and dis-
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although the variability
is much lower than that of the instruction
count. We also use the Pentium counters to compare cache and
TLB performance
for the three systems. These metrics are
reported as misses per reference.

play. Relatively little time went to file access. Ghostscript was run
with the same screen resolution,
view size, magnification,
and
screen refresh rate on all three systems, and was compiled at the
highest optimization
level. Ghostscript was dynamically
linked on
all three systems.

Ideally, we would have liked to present the percentage of
total cycles that result from (as an example) data cache read stalls.
The Pentium does provide stall cycle counts, but they cannot be
interpreted in this way. The Pentium with its ability to issue multiple instructions per cycle and overlap the processing of multiple
events made it impossible for us to assign cycles to specific events.

Our third application, a World Wide Web Server [4], uses the
network and the file system. The NetBSD H’lTP server used was
version 1.3R of the NCSA HTTP daemon, compiled with gcc 2.6.3
at optimization
level -02. The Windows NT server is distributed
as an executable from the European Microsoft Windows NT Academic Centre at the University of Edinburgh [1], and is the server
used by Microsoft
(host www.microsoft.tom).
The Windows
HTTP server we used is from Alisa Corporation and is based on
the NCSA Mosaic code base.

The interpretation of data cache miss rates is further complicated by the write no-allocate policy used by the Pentium data
cache, because write misses do not cause a cache fill. A side effect
of this policy is that consecutive writes to the same cache line can
cause multiple write misses. This magnifies the impact of writes
relative to total data activity. Although the misses per reference
metric we use to report data cache activity gives a measure of the
relative behavior of the three systems in the data cache, it should
not be used to estimate data stalls cyc~es and should not be compared with instruction cache miss rates. Readers interested in the
precise count of read and write miss events that occurred during
our experiments should consult the extended version of this paper
[8].

We used a separate counter-control
program to start, stop,
and record counter values. In this way we avoided including server
start-up and shutdown overhead in our measurements. The Web
experiments ran long enough so that the activity generated by the
counter control program was not significant. To improve the reproducibility
of our results, we defragmented our FAT disk before
loading the Web server tree. Because FFS has good aging properties [40], FFS defragmentation
was not required.

3.6 Methodology

The above metrics are used throughout
the experiments.
Several experiments also use data from additional counters which
will be described as they are introduced

and Metrics

When running our experiments we attempted to minimize background activity in the operating system. For NetBSD, this meant
that we ran our experiments in single-user mode. Experiments in
multi-user mode yielded similar results but with larger standard
deviations. We disconnected the network during all tests except the
Web server and network bandwidth experiments.

4. Microbenchmark

Results

4.1 The Null Benchmark

Idle time is implemented
differently
on each of the three
operating systems, and we account for these differences when
interpreting the counter values. Windows NT executes a HALT
instruction when the system is idle, and although the cycle counter
continues to increment, no instructions or other events occur. NetBSD, on the other hand, uses an idle loop. We adjust our NetBSD
counts for idle loop activity so that they are comparable with the
Windows NT counts. Windows also halts the machine during idle
time, however the idle halt is not used during disk waits; 1/0
requests cause Windows to busy wait. This makes it harder to
interpret counts for Windows when significant disk activity occurs.

The Null benchmark measures the overhead for invoking
our
device that controls the Pentium counters. Pseudocode for this
benchmark is as follows:
for

(each
for

counter)
(50

iterations)

starto
Stopo

{

;
;

)
The function start
( ) zeros the current counter, and stop ( )
stores the counter value in an in-memory log. We used the results
from this benchmark to determine correction factors for removing
counter maintenance overhead from the other experiments.

We use several different metrics in our comparison of the
different operating systems executing on the Pentium. The most
important measure is the time required by the computer system to
perform a specific task, and so we frequently use cycle counts to
compare the total latency for comparable computations
on the
counts for comthree different systems. We also report instruction
parable computations. The instruction count gives a measure of the
total work involved in a computation
for RISC processors, but
cannot always be readily interpreted for the Pentium. With its
complex multi-cycle instructions, there are many opportunities for
system programmers to implement equivalent computations
that
cause vastly different instruction counts. A simple example is a
block copy operation, which can be implemented
as a loop containing load, store, and branch operations, or as a single instruction
(REP MOVSB).
In the first case, the instruction count is proportional to the number of data accesses. In the second case the
instruction count is one. We found that NetBSD and Windows NT
use the repeat prefix in their respective block copy routines, and
we found that Windows uses the repeat prefix extensively in handcoded assembler. In short, instruction counts cannot be immediately compared when evaluating two different operating systems.
We also report the total number of data read references and

Figure 1 shows baseline results for the Null benchmark on
the three systems. Comparison of the instruction counts shows that
Windows requires far fewer instructions
to access the counters
than do the other systems. This is because a user program can call
the Windows protected mode driver directly, with no significant
operating system activity. In NetBSD and Windows NT, the call to
the counter driver must pass through a layer of file system functionality before reaching the actual device driver. Windows NT
requires many more instructions to access the counters relative to
protection
the other systems. This overhead is due to the multiple
domain
crossings required to access the counter device in Windows NT. From the Windows NT documentation
[11], we have
inferred that six protection boundary crossings are required for this
operation: from the application to the Executive; from the Executive to the Win32 subsystem; from the Win32 subsystem back into
the executive; and then a return through each of these domains. In
comparison, NetBSD requires two protection boundary crossings.
Windows does not require protection boundary crossings, although
it does require two changes of machine mode.

data write references for each experiment. Again, these numbers
can vary depending on how a given operation was implemented,

The results of the Null benchmark illustrate several other
distinctions between the operating systems that occur throughout
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Figure I. The Null Benchmark.
These graphs show measures
of system activity required to access third party device drivers.

They illustrate the activity
Pentium counters.

required

to start and stop the
ICa~he

our experiments. The first is a higher cycles per instruction ratio
(CPI) for Windows (3.2) than for NetBSD (2.5). The higher CPI in
Windows is due in part to multi-cycle
instructions used to implement calls between different Windows subsystems. Although the
same instructions are used in NetBSD, they have lower latency
because a change of machine mode is not needed. As an example,
the INT and IRET instructions that are used to call and return from
a VXD subroutine are accompanied by changes in the machine
mode under Windows, such that the latency of the INT and IRET
instructions are about 100 cycles [19]. In Windows NT and NetBSD, access to a protected device driver does not require a change
in machine mode, and this decreases the latencies of the INT and
IRET instructions to 48 and 27 cycles, respectively.

The Syscall benchmark measures the minimum
time required to
invoke a system call. Pseudocode for our microbenchmark
is as
follows
(each
counter)
for
iterations)

Stopo

{

;

system

Sy.wal~Benchmark,

Comparing the two Windows system calls, the overhead for
the 16-bit call is a factor of six higher. The additional overhead can
be attributed to two causes. The first is changes in machine mode.
The 32-bit Windows call requires two changes of machine mode,
from 16-bit protected mode (user code) to32-bit
protected mode
(the kernel) and back again. In contrast, a 16-bit Windows call
requires atleast sixchanges between three CPU modes: 16-bit protected mode, 32-bit protected mode, and virtual 8086 mode [32].
Additional
machine mode changes are required when the system
call uses privileged instructions or executes from the BIOS ROM,

4.2 The Syscall Benchmark

(50

The

Figure 2 shows results for the Syscall benchmark, corrected
for counter manipulation
overhead. The overhead for the dupo
system call in Windows NT and NetBSD is similar to the overhead
required to start and stop the counters in the Null benchmark. Also,
observations from the Null benchmark with respect totheinstruction cache continue to hold (Figure 1 and Figure 2). The “Get
interrupt vector” system call in Windows is the most efficient, with
the overhead for dupo in NetBSD slightly higher.

Overall, our Null benchmark accurately reflects the overhead for accessing third-party
kernel mode functionality
in the
three systems. The results show that Windows applications
that
directly access hardware devices get a substantial performance
advantage compared to the other two systems. However, the
results are not indicative
of the time required to access system
functionality
in general. The Syscall benchmark presented in the
next section gives a better indication of the cost of accessing functionality implemented in the system.

starto

2.

To test each system, we selected a call that always went to
the system (i.e. could not be batched or cached). For Windows NT
and NetBSD we used dupe. The choice in Windows was less
straightforward.
In Windows,
the concept of “system call” has
been complicated bytheevolution
of the system. Although early
Windows implementations
ran entirely in 16-bit CPUmodes,
significant functionality
in more recent releases runs in 32-bit mode
[21, 39]. We present results for two Windows system calls, “get
extended error information’’
(int21 function 59), which runsin 16bit mode, and <’get interrupt vector” (int21
function 35), which
runs in 32-bit mode. The comparison of system services implementedin
16-bit vs. 32-bit mode allows ustoevaluate
the impact
of the shift towards a 32-bit Windows implementation.

The counters reveal that the elevated cycle counts under
Windows NT are also due in part to a high instruction cache miss
rate relative to the other systems. Using 10 cycles as a lower bound
for the cache miss penalty, about 40% of the execution time is due
to instruction cache misses.

for

DCa~he

These grap~sm~how
measures of system activity required to access functionality
implemented in the operating system. Figures are corrected for
the cost of accessing the Pentium counters.
Figure

call

as is the case system calls for file access.4 Each change of CPU
mode requires asingle instruction with latency of about 100 cycles

;

}
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to save and restore hardware
maintain software state.

state, plus additional

overhead

to

5000
4500”

Another control structure that contributes to the cost of the
16-bit Windows call is the use of “hooks,” a mechanism by which
a program canextend MS-DOS functionality
by intercepting system calls. Many programs use hooks, including disk caching software, CD-ROM drivers and disk compression soft wares. A
call hook requires modifying
the system call vector entry
21; in this way, all interested programs filter system calls
arrive to see if the requested functionality
is something they
ment.
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4.3 The Exec Benchmark
and run a trivial
follows:

NetBSD ssitic

4[)()()

Our Syscall benchmark shows that NetBSD provides access
to all system functionality
with low overhead, and the overhead is
similar for Windows functionality
implemented
in 32-bit. mode.
Both Windows NT and the 16-bit Windows calls have higher cost,
due to switching overhead between the various components of the
operating systems. As this test exercised very simple system calls,
most of the activity corresponds to system call invocation overhead. In a realistic situation, system call invocation is a smaller
percentage of the latency required to service a system request.

The Exec benchmark

■

measures how quickly

the system can load

test program. Pseudo code for our benchmark

is as
o
ICache

counter
(50

iterations)

{

starto
;
start_program_in_new_proCeSS()
wait_for~rocess_to_exit
Stopo
;

The Exec Benchmark.
This workload measures the
activity required to load and execute a trivial program. The
horizontal bars forthe DCachecohsmns indicate the relative
contribution of reads and writes to the DCache miss rate.
Figure3.

;
() ;

memory model, includes prologue for protected mode application
functions), On Windows NT we useda Win32binary
running in
Wln32 console mode and using the window of its parent.

)

Data reported in this section is for the cost of a single program
execution averaged over 50 invocations. The activity required to
execute a program is slightly different for each system. NetBSD
uses the vforko and execo system calls. The vforko avoids the
overhead of duplicating the parent address space. In Windows NT,
the CreateProcessos ystem call takes anexecutable
file as one of
its parameters, and creates a new address space in which the executable is subsequently run. For Windows, Win 16 applications run
in a single shared address space so no address space creation
occurs. WinExeco
takes an executable file along with other
parameters for running a program, loads the specified program into
the shared address space, and begins execution at its entry point.

Figure3
shows that the NetBSD static case gives the best
performance. Address space creation and program loading are relatively simple operations in NetBSD and have been optimized
over many generations of UNIX systems. In contrast, the Windows NT static case requires a factor of five more cycles than NetBSD. Part of this overhead is due to how functionality
is split
between the NT Executive and the Win32 subsystem. The need to
support multiple APIs through protected subsystems make it necessary for the NT Executive interface to be simple and general. In
the case of CreateProcesso, the Win32 subsystem uses two di stinct
NT Executive calls, one to create an address space, and a second to
create athread toexecute in that address space [11]. Our measurements for the static case are consistent with prior results for systems where the system API is implemented
in a user process [7].
For Windows, exec overhead is higher than NetBSD static linking
and significantly
lower than dynamic linking on either system.

We tested both static and dynamic linking for NetBSD and
Windows NT. Windows does not provide a comparable linking
option. Windows executable
are linked statically with libraries
that provide functionality
comparable to that of UNIX libraries.
References to system APIs are resolved optimistically,
under the
assumption that DLLs (dynamically
loaded libraries) will be available at a preferred location in the shared address space. If, when
theprogramisrtm,
aDLL cannot be loaded in its preferred locationor has been loaded elsewhere, references to library functions
areupdated with the correct address. Asimilar
mechanism is used
with dynamically loaded Windows NTexecutables.

Windows

and CD-ROM

drivers

six times more data reads and five

Dynamic linking doubles the exec cost for NetBSD and
Windows NT. This is due to the increased cost of linking at executiontime.
The overhead for Windows NTisbyfar
the highest of
any of the systems. Although this may not be important for programs that run for a long time, it would contribute to the delay in
starting applications.

4. The variety of protection
mode transitions
required by various
Windows
calls is too complex
to provide
a comprehensive
explanation in this paper. The technical documentation
for Whdows
provides a more detailed description of this behavior. [32].
disk-caching

NT requires

times more data writes than NetBSD. Table3 shows that the sizes
of the executable for the test programs are not responsible for this
difference. Extra copies of the executable file between the NT
Executive and the Wln32 subsystem and the overhead of address
space duplication
are probably contributing.
A further possibility
is that mechanisms in NT are not optimized for the case of static
linking, as dynamic linking is the most common case.

Our test program for Windows was loaded as a Windows
executable using Visual C++ Version 1.5defau1t settings (medium

5. Our test system included
useint-21 hooks.

ITLB

which
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Windows

NetBSD
static

9

10

dynamic

14

3

NT

Windows
3
not supported

Table 3. Size oj’childprograrn
for the Exec Benchmark, in kilobytes.
The anomaly in the sizes for NetBSD is due to extra code included

to support dynamic linking. Thk extra code is insignificant relative
to the size of a non-trivial program.
20

The results for the Exec benchmark serve as an examp~e of
the cost of invoking
significant
system functionality.
They also
serve to demonstrate how the structural differences between Windows NT and NetBSD contribute to differences in performance.
Although the Exec benchmark is interesting for understanding system structure, its relevance to performance is limited, particularly
for Windows and Windows NT, where applications typically run
for a long time once they are started, and where functionality
is
frequently implemented as a subroutine or library call rather than a
separate program (for example, the dir command in the MS-DOS
command interpreter).

4.4 Memory

10
0
256

for

*a [SIZE]
=

a[i]
p

O;
=

,
i

tionally, its file system buffer cache is integrated with the VM
system, allowing
pages to be used by whichever
subsystem
appears to need them the most. We found that this integration can
sometimes interfere with the page allocation policy, as the page
allocator will sometimes ignore apagebin
request rather than take
a page from the cache manager. The NT measurements for Figure
4 were obtained from a recently booted system, so that few pages
were inuseby
the cache manager. Other tests showed that anNT
system with more pages allocated tothedisk
cache exhibits worse
behavior between 8 and 256K bytes.

*p;
<

(void

SIZE;
*)&a

i++)
[(i+32)%

SIZE]

= a[O];

starto
for

;
(1,000,000

Turning to Windows,
the segment size limitation
of the
Win16 interface causes performance degradation in all the tests.
The Wlrt 16 interface imposes a 64K byte upper limit for allocation
of contiguous memory. Because of the pointer-chasing
loop used
by our microbenchmark,
it is impossible for the Wlnl 6 compiler to
determine when a memory reference will cross a segment boundary. This forces the Win16 compiler to generate a four-instruction
sequence to load the segment register, which is executed before
every array reference. Segment register maintenance increases the
instructions periteration
from one to five, andcyc~es per iteration
from a minimum of two (in caseofa512
byte array) to a minimum
of nine.

iterations)

p = *p;
Stopo

lM

(lo~$cale)

Figure 4, Memory
Access Time. This graph illustrates the
relationship
between cycles per native integer memory
reference and array size, for arrays ranging from 512 bytes to
lM byte. A stride of 128 bytes was used. The shape of the
curves show how system policy, API, and memory hierarchy
parameters combine to determine memory access time.

Access Time

(i

256K
Arra~sizein~~es

We used the memory read microbenchmark
from bnbenclr to measure average memory access time for repeated references to integer arrays of various sizes, using a stride of 128 bytes. Pseudocode
for the benchmark is as follows:
void

lK

;

Fiwre4shows
experimental results for array sizes rangin.q
from 51~bvtes to lM ~vte. The curves show tha; differenc~s ii
memory ac~ess time bet~een the three systems can be substantial.
Comparing Windows NTand
NetBSD, both systems get similar
average access times below 8K bytes, where the test array fits in
theon-chip
cache. Above 8K bytes, access times are determined
by how pages aremapped into the256K
byte board cache. Windews NTusesa
deterministic
page mapping policy [7] that gives
similar performance for arrays up to the size of the second level
cache and a smooth performance
degradation
for arrays from
256 Kbytes up to 512K bytes (twice the size of the second level
cache). Thedeterministic
page mapping policy guarantees that no
two pages will conflict for arrays less than 256K bytes, and that
pages will conflict inpairs forarraysfrom
256- 512Kbytes.
At
the 5 12K byte boundary, each page conflicts with at least one other
page; thus the board cache is of no benefit as the array is traversed
sequential y.

As the size of the array increases, we see that the effects of
thememory
hierarchy on Windows reference times are similar to
those of theother two systems, except that the Windows curve is
shifted up due to the overhead of maintaining
segment registers.
The segmented address space used by the W]n 16 API causes significantly increased overhead both in terms of cycles and instructions for the Windows
test, and is representative
of behavior
expected in Win16 programs that use significant amounts of data
(more than 64K bytes) but have not been carefully tuned to accommodate segment boundaries. Readers should take note that this
benchmark tests the worst possible case for Windows data reference patterns. and that the penalty for most Win16 applications
will be smaller. in practice, skilled Windows programmers use special “near” and “far” declarations to control the compiler and avoid
segment management overhead.

NetBSD uses the trivial page mapping policy of simply taking the next page off the free list. Since the free list is unordered,
this results in a non-deterministic
page mapping policy. The curve
for NetBSD shows that the NetBSD policy can do a poor job of
avoiding cache conflicts. The randomness in the NetBSD policy
causes unnecessary conflicts for arrays between 8K bytes and
512K bytes, giving NetBSD worse performance relative to Windows NT up to a crossover point slightly before 512K bytes.
Above 5 12K bytes, the NetBSD policy randomly avoids conflicts,
sometimes providing
slightly better performance than Windows
NT.

Our memory access test shows that the operating system can
affect application performance in ways that have little to do with
the latency of operating system activity during program execution.
API and system policy have a large impact on the average memory
access times for user code.

Whdows NT uses a bin hopping algorithm that tries to allocate physical pages so as to avoid conflicts in the cache [20]. Addi -
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4.5 File System Performance
20

Our file system tests evaluate three kinds of activity:
●

operations

●

accesses to small files that go to disk, and

●

file creation.

■ NaBSO
T

“t

that hit in the disk cache,

A

‘

1

We designed our experiments to focus on each type of activity independently, and to draw out the differences between the systerns. Itisimportant
torecognize
that a real system will requirea
blend of operations
that will not correspond
to any single
microbenchmark.
For Windows NT we tested both the FAT and
the NTFS filesystem. Windows uses the 16-bit MS-DOS implementation of the FAT filesystemby
default, but asystemconfiguration option can be set to use a 32-bit implementation.
For this
section we measured both implementations.
All other Windows
experiments reported inthispaper
used the default 16-bit version.

NT/NTFS

❑

NTIFAT

■ Windows

m
.

cycles

❑

❑

1“s1

(l(+bit)

Windows (32-bit)

Data read

Data write

A fewdetails
onthethree
file systems areusefttl for interpreting these results, AFATfile
system hasasingle
File Allocation Table (FAT) with a fixed size of 64K entries. Each entry holds
information
for one logical disk block. As the size of the FAT is
fixed, the size of a logical disk block is determined by the size of
the filesystem. Our tests were run using a 256M byte partition,
which gives an allocation size of 4K bytes. Our NTFS filesystem
used 4K byte blocks6 (the maximum supported NTFS block size),
and our NetBSD file system used 8K byte blocks. A crucial detail
is that NTFS is ajournaling
tile system [9]. This means that write
operations are written to a log and then written again when the
logged operation is committed. FAT is a very simple file system as
compared to NTFS or FFS; this affects the amount of activity
needed to perform basic file operations.

lCti~he

Filure

Hardware
interrupts
accesses occurred.

NetBSD

DCa~be

Te.rt.

This

test

DTLB

measured

read

were

monitored

to ascertain

that

no disk

NT/NTFS

NTIFAT

Win (16)

Win (32)

113276

59944

444

450

8842
Table 4. Non-clock

Interrupts

Windows instruction
systems in that Windows

during

the Small File Disk Test.

behavior differs greatly from the other
busy waits during disk requests rather

than using 1/0 interrupts.7 This is a probable explanation for the
high instruction counts and low cycle count for the Windows cases
as compared to NT/FAT (Figure 6). The count of non-clock interrupts during the small file disk test (Table 4) shows that Windows
is busy-waiting
for disk events rather than using interrupts. Windows NT/FAT uses many more 1/0 interrupts per disk request than
NetBSD. This is due to the absence of certain device-dependent
optimizations

in the Windows

NT device driver implementation.8

7. Windows performance is a factor of five worse (in cycles) when the
default device driver is used to access the SCSI device. As MS-DOS
runs in Vktual 8086 mode and Windows applications run in Protected
16-bit mode, the standard driver
requires an expensive
copy
operation to transfer the 1/0 data from MS-DOS memory to memory
the application can use. Better performance is possible with a SCSI
device and device driver that use a technique called “VDMA”
- DMA
to virtual memory [33]. VDMA is supported by the NCR 815 SCSI
interface we used.

Another issue exposed by our experiments is disk layout.
FFS places file data and meta-data in nearby cylinders to reduce

our ftlesystem

ITLB

Cache

seek times when accessing a single file, and places files in the
same directory in nearby cylinders to reduce seeks between different files. In contrast, FAT places all file meta-data in a single table,
requiring potentially long seeks when both file data and meta-data
are accessed in succession. Comparing NTFS to FAT under Windows NT, instruction counts are higher for NTFS but cycle counts
are lower. This suggests that NTFS provides better disk layout
than FAT for this workload.

For file system operations that require disk 1/0, we found
that Windows NT has much higher latency than the other systems.
Figure 6 shows that, in both the NTFS and FAT cases, Windows
NT performance lags behind the other two systems by almost a
factor of two. One probable factor is the structure and complexity
of Windows NT. Figure 6 shows that instruction counts for Windows NT are seven times higher than for NetBSD.

In NTFS terminology,
byte clusters.

Buffer

performance from the file system cache by measuring the read
created.
time for 128 4K byte tiles that had been recently

To investigate the cost of operations that hit in the disk cache
we used a workload that repeatedly reads a set of files smaller than
the cache. The relative behavior of NetBSD and the Windows NT/
FAT system is similar to the comparison of NetBSD and Windows
NT in the Syscall benchmark: NT/FAT consistently required more
instruction overhead than NetBSD. Figure 5 shows that NT/FAT
executes over twice as many instructions, and each instruction is
more expensive due to higher I-Cache and ITLB miss rates as
compared to NetBSD. For accessing small files in the buffer cache,
NT/FAT runs 2.5 times slower. Using NTFS instead of FAT
increases the overhead for Windows NT, with the instruction count
a 35~0 higher and the elapsed time in cycles increasing by so~o.
The default Windows system shows significantly
higher overheads
than Windows with the 32-bit option enabled. Counts for cycles,
data reads and data writes for the 32-bit system are about one-half
of those measured for the 16-bit system. The 16-bit vs. 32-bit
buffer cache implementation
alone does not, explain the performance difference, however, as the limiting resource in this experiment should be memory bandwidth and not instruction issue rate,
We believe that an extra copy occurs within the user-level buffer
cache used in the 16-bit case. The limitations of our methodology
do not permit a more precise analysis.

6

5,

used 512 byte blocks and 4K

8. Alessandro
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Figure 6. Small File Disk Test. Performance of file accesses to
disk was measured by reading 8192- 8K byte files. The files
were split evenly among 32 directories.
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Figure 8, The Bifblf test. This workload
560x760 arrays of pixels to the screen.

Cycles

Inst.

Data read

repeatedly

displayed

the impact of the compromise
in NTFS between FAT and FFS
semantics, NTFS provides low latency and recoverability,
but does
not guarantee that meta-data operations will survive a crash. FFS
provides this guarantee but incurs higher latency. FAT provides
neither recoverability
or guaranteed meta-data operations, but it
does have better performance. Finally, the comparison of NT/FAT
and the 32-bit Windows test shows the impact of the microkernellike structure of Windows NT, with NT overhead almost a factor
of two higher.

Data write

Figure 7. Mets-Data Test. This test measured the overhead of
creating 128 zero-length files.

Overall, our file system measurements show that system
structure has a significant impact on the cycles and instructions
required for file system operations. For all our micro benchmarks,
NT/NTFS requires four times more instructions than NetBSD for
similar file operations. For operations that go to disk, the file allocation algorithms also affect latency and system overhead. While
Windows NT performs worse than NetBSD for file operations to
disk, it avoids overhead through relaxed commit semantics in the
meta-data test. Additionally,
by unifying the disk cache and VM
free page pool, Windows NT can economically
support a much
larger disk cache than the statically allocated cache in NetBSD.
For disk-intensive
workloads,
this can significantly
reduce the
number of disk operations required by Windows NT as compared
to NetBSD. This behavior is observed in our Web Server application benchmark (Section 5.3).

The large number of interrupts for NT/NTFS may be due to metadata logging overhead, although we could not determine this for
certain.
For small file accesses, the 32-bit Windows option offers no
advantage over the 16-bit case, increasing the latency by almost
109Z0.The similarity
is due to the fact that both implementations
rely on the same 16-bit device driver for the SCSI disk,
Our last file system microbenchmark
evaluates the cost of
meta-data operations. FFS uses two synchronous writes for every
file creation, to guarantee the integrity of file creation across system failures. In contrast, the disk caches used with FAT buffer
meta-data operations in memory [12, 31], and NTFS writes them
to a log, deferring the actual operation until a more convenient
time. To quantify the performance impact of these policy differences, we used a benchmark that created 128 zero-length
files
(Figure 7). Mets-data operations are an order of magnitude faster
under Windows NTIFAT than under NetBSD/FFS,
The low number of non-clock hardware interrupts shows that meta-data updates
remain in memory for the FAT filesystems rather than being written synchronously to disk as with FFS (Table 5). As a result, this
workload is disk-bound
under NetBSD and CPU bound under
Windows NT and Windows. The low number of 1/0 interrupts for
NTFS is explained by the fact that it uses a lazy commit policy,
batching log records rather than forcing them to disk immediately
after a create [13].

NetBSD

NT/NTFS

261

46

Table 5. Non-clock” interrupts

4.6 Graphics

NTIFAT

Win (16)

Win (32)

0

0

0
during

the Mets-data

Performance:

test.

Bitblt

The goals of our Bitblt experiment were to compare the three systems with respect to a specific graphics operation, and to gain
insight on the impact of graphics performance on the Ghostscript
workload. Although
a comprehensive
study of graphics performance is beyond the scope of this work, the performance of the
bitblt operation exposes key differences between the three systems
that give insight into other aspects of graphics performance.

The FAT tests for Windows NT and Windows show how
weak FAT semantics infhrence the performance
of meta-data
updates. In both cases, FAT handles meta-data more quickly than
FFS, although the high overhead of the 16-bit Windows implementation increases the overall instruction and cycle counts (Figure 2 and Figure 7), The meta-data test gives the best illustration of

Our Bitblt benchmark displayed a 570x1520 array of pixels
in a window of size 570x760 (the maximum permitted by the reso-
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httion of our screen), repeating this operation 760 times. The first
iteration displayed rows O-759 and the row index was increased by
one with each iteration. Figure 8 shows results for an array of onebit pixels. NetBSD requires a factor of ten more data references
and a factor of 100 more instructions than Windows or Windows
NT. To understand this behavior we consider the specific operations used by each system to move a pixel array from its source to
the screen.

■

35000
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❑
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g
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A 570x760 bitmap occupies 54K bytes. Copying the bitmap
into graphics memory 760 times implies a transfer of approximately 40M bytes or 10 million 32-bit words. Windows and Windows NT copy each bitmap only once, from application memory
directly into graphics memory as a 1-bit per pixel array, This
explains the approximately
10 million data writes for Windows
and Windows NT. X 11 appears to copy each pixel map multiple
times, with the most expensive copy transforming
the 1-bit per
pixel array into an 8-bit per pixel array. This increases the required
number of writes by a factor of eight over Windows and Windows
NT, accounting for 80 million writes. Our experiments indicate
that the additional
26 million
writes occur in the X 11 server,
although the complexity of the X 11 source and the limitations of
our tools made it difficult to identify the source of the writes with
any greater precision. We measured about 1.5M kernel-mode
writes during the test, indicating that no copy of the image data
occurred in the kernel.

25000
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100(M)”
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Figure 9. Network Throughput
tesl. For this benchmark a 256K
byte buffer was sent over a dedicated 10Mb Ethernet using a 24K
byte receive buffer.

The number of instructions executed in Windows and Windows NT is significantly
less than the number of data references.
This indicates that the REP prefix is being used to copy tiny
words with a single instruction,
In X 11 pixels are copied using
machine independent code written in C. It appears that the code
generated by the compiler does not use the REP prefix, and each
write instruction issued writes at most a single word. X 11 uses
twice as many read operations as write operations because each
word is read twice during the conversion from one-bit to eight-bit
pixels. Overall we see that protection and portability in X 11 have a
significant cost for the bitblt operation.

tion of the Win32 API. At the same time, a more efficient graphics
implementation
and relaxed tile system semantics give the
Microsoft
systems a performance
advantage
over NetBSD.
Although they reveal important structural differences between the
systems, the relevance of microbenchmarks
to the performance of
realistic workloads is limited. In the next section we examine the
effect of the differences between the systems for more realistic
workloads.

4.7 Network

5. Application

Throughput

Our network throughput benchmark was designed to determine if
network throughput was limiting
performance in our Web server
experiments. We measured the time to send a 256K byte buffer to a
remote host on a dedicated Ethernet, using TCP/IP and a 24K byte
receive buffer. Figure 9 shows comparable networking
behavior
for NetBSD and Windows NT, with similar instruction, data references, anddata cache miss counts. The only significant difference
between the two systems was worse code locality for Windows
NT, with both instruction
cache and TLB misses significantly
higher. This inconsistent
with results for other benchmarks, suggesting that Windows NT has worse overall instruction
locality
than the other systems.

Table 6 gives baseline information
for our application workloads.
Because all of the workloads have a working set size of under 32M
bytes, no significant paging activity occurred during the experiments. Extensive use of dynamically
loaded libraries makes it difficult to interpret executable sizes for these programs. For this
reason we have provided both executable size and resident size.
Although these measurements are crude, they do give an indication of the real memory requirements of the application.

5.1 Wish
Our Wish benchmark allows us to compare the overhead required
by each of the three systems to support a graphical user interface.
The system activity includes context switches and communication
between the application and graphics server, Because the benchmark does not use large data files, little disk activity occurs during
the run. Figure 10 shows that the cost of accessing system functionality in Windows results in higher overhead both in terms of
cycle counts and instructions
executed. Wish requires frequent
switching
between the graphics device VXD (protected 32-bit
mode), the window manager (16 bit mode), and the application (16
bit mode). These frequent changes of CPU mode. along with 16 bit
data transfers. contribute to higher cycle counts in Windows. The
differences between Whrdows NT and NetBSD can be attributed
to two factors: domain crossings required by the server-based
structure of Windows NT, and stall cycles due to worse memory

Although Windows shows higher event counts than the other
systems, throughput is comparable with the other two systems at
about lM byte per second. All three systems are limited by the
capacity of the raw Ethernet, and not by internal software bottlenecks.

4.8 Microbenchmark

Workloads

Summary

Our experiments with microbenchmarks
have identified
several
key performance differences between the three systems. In Windows, frequent CPU mode changes require expensive multicycle
instructions,
and the 64K byte segment size limitation
imposes
extra overhead in application code. The Null and Syscall benchmarks revealed higher instruction
counts and instruction
cache
penalties in Windows NT, due in part to the user-level implementa-
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Execution

time (seconds)

Executable

size (kilobytes)

Resident Size (kilobytes)

Workload
NT

Windows

NetBSD

NT

Wish

7.05

14.94

18.95

433

1080

836

1740

1000

799

Ghostscript

16.92

9.30

20.32

397

472

555

2380

3000

1535

Web Server

74.77

69.04

78.57

243

225

243

3684

4688

1004

NetBSD

Windows

NetBSD

NT

Windows

Table 6. Aj@icafkm
Workloads. Executable size for Wish includes executable
and Wish-specific DLLs. The resident sizes were measured using the ps
command under NetBSD, the Performance Monitor under Windows NT, and Stretch utility from Microsoft Visual C++ 1.5 under Windows. The Web
Server under NetBSD forks approximately
22 processes, each of which has an average resident size of 399K bytes. These resident sizes are not additive because all text pages are shared and data pages me shared copy-on-write.
The NetBSD Web resident size estimate assumes 156K bytes of uni~ue
data per process
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5.2 Ghostscript
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To understand the results of our Ghostscript
experiment,
it is
important to understand the differences in how graphics are rendered in the three systems. The NetBSD version of Ghostscript
uses Xlib functions such as XDrawStringo
to render graphics.
This distinguishes it from the Windows and Windows NT versions
of Ghostscript, which render directly into a pixel map in application memory. When a page has been completed, control is transferred to the windowing
system and the pixel map is displayed on
the screen. This rendering operation was explored in isolation in
Section 4.6 with our Bitblt microbenchmark,
Figure 11 shows that
graphics performance differences between the three systems have
a significant impact on application performance.
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The performance of Windows NT was almost a factor of two
better than the other systems, both in terms of instruction counts
and elapsed time in cycles. Compared to Windows NT, NetBSD
suffers from its inefficient
graphics implementation.
Part of the
cycle differences between Windows and Windows NT is performance of graphics primitives;
however, this does not explain the
difference in instruction counts. We suspect that some part of the
difference is due to a combination
of the effects observed in the
Memory Read microbenchmark
and the Syscall benchmark. The
difference in data reference counts between Windows
NT and
Windows is striking, although the limitations
of our tools do not
permit us to explain it fully. Sixteen bit data accesses under Windows are likely to be contributing to the problem.

()
lCa.~he

Figure

ITLB

DCadm

DTLB

10. Wi.~h, This benchmark

demo included

was based on the “widget”
in the standard Tk release.

locality. Windows has relatively good instruction cache behavior,
consistent with results for the microbenchmarks.
However, the
high instruction count dominates Windows performance.

We ran Ghostscript using publicly available distributions
on
all three systems, and although the three implementations
are substantially similar, only the UNIX version displays in color. Color
has minimal impact on the bandwidth required by X 11 protocol

Counts of segment register loads (Table 7) provide a useful
indication of the sources of system overhead in Wish. In Windows
NT and NetBSD, segment register loads are required for changes
of protection domain. In Windows they are required for changes of
machine mode and to support the segmented address space. Apart
from being an indicator of system activity, segment register loads
can be expensive instructions (Section 4.4). Windows NT required
eight times as many segment register loads as NetBSD. This
shows that hardware protection boundary crossings are much more
frequent in Whdows
NT, and are probably due to its use of a
server-based API implementation.
Windows requires a factor of 28
more segment register loads than Windows NT, demonstrating
how context switching and segmented memory in Windows has
substantial overhead for applications
using graphical user interfaces.
NetBSD
170,827

Windows

NT

1,400,228

requests,

but it could

have

a large

impact

for Windows

and Win-

dows NT versions of Ghostscript if they used color rather than bitmaps. We investigated this impact of color pixel maps by running
a version of the Bitblt test which used 8 bits-per-pixel
rather than
one. Not surprisingly, the number of data reference operations and
the latency of the benchmark increased by approximately
a factor
of eight. This suggests that a color version of Ghostscript for Windows NT might have to change the way it interacts with the graphics system in order to avoid a large performance hit, either by
using high-level
graphics operations,
more like X 11 protocol
requests, or by rendering directly into screen memory.

Windows

5.3 Web Server

37,715,255
Baseline results for the Web server appear in Figure 12, The
throughput
for the NetBSD and Windows
servers is similar at
about 20 requests per second, while the NT server achieves only
about 14 requests per second. Unlike the network throughput
benchmark, the limiting resource in this case was not the Ethernet,

Table 7. Segment register loads ,ji]r Wish.

Elevated TLB miss rates for Windows NT (Figure 10) also
suggest frequent context switches, and give evidence of memory
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Figure 12. Web Server. This workload used a trace of 1024 Web
server requests to the host www.n$ca.uiuc.edu
for a total of 9.7M
bytes of data. The test was run using a dedicated
network.
The
server load was generated by a client using non-blocking
socket 1/0
to issue parallel HTTP requests. The servers were configured
to
keep an access log and to ignore access controls.

was

which was transferring data at less than 11% of its capacity ( 144K
bytes/second for Windows NT), but rather the combined requirements of network activity and filesystem access. Additionally
we
believe that the Windows NT system was affected by problems in
its networking implementation.

Windows NT requires fewer instructions than the other two
systems. Its integrated buffer cache/free memory pool means that
more file system requests can be serviced without going to disk,
hence there are fewer disk requests (Table 8). The other two systems have smaller buffer caches, resulting in more disk activity
during the trace. The NetBSD system benefits from higher parallelism to maintain throughput in spite of increased disk activity.

For each operating system. we set the Web client parameters
to maximize server throughput. The accept queues of both Windows and Windows NT were easily overrun by parallel connection
attempts, resulting in a significant performance penalty. Windows
throughput dropped significantly
under a load of nine or more concurrent requests, so we limited the number of concurrent Windows
requests to eight. The Windows server generated approximately
900 connection-refused
messages for 1024 successful HTTP
retrievals. For Windows NT, even a small number of back-to-back
connection requests caused long periods of idle time that we could
not explain. By inserting a 40ms pause in the client between
requests we were able to achieve reasonable throughput with up to
15 concurrent requests. We did observe higher throughputs (up to
16 requests per second) when the number of concurrent requests
was increased over 15, but at this load the NT system would sometimes enter a state where throughput
dropped to about four
requests per second. This degenerate behavior occurred consistently with 20 or more concurrent requests. We ran our Windows
NT experiments with a maximum of 15 concurrent requests to
avoid this degenerate behavior.
The throughput
of Neti3SD
increased in a stable way with increased client parallelism.
We
drove the NetBSD Web server with 32 concurrent requests. No
connections were refused under NetBSD.

Whdows

NetBSD

NT

Windows

13516

13226
Table 8. Non-clock

interrupts

43615

,jiw the Web server.

The interrupt

counts for the Web Server benchmark show that NT benefits from its
integrated buffer cache, doing many fewer disk requests than NetBSD. (Recall from Section 4.5 that NT uses four interrupts per disk
request as compared to one for NetBSD). Our observation of the
LED activity

indicator

on the disk drive confirms

this conclusion.

5.4 Discussion
Our experiments have revealed a number of structural issues that
affect the performance of the three operating systems we studied.
System designers can benefit from an understanding
of these
issues.
Prior work has documented the overhead required to support
a microkernel
system [7]. Our experiments confirm these prior
results and show that they apply to Windows NT and more generally to systems that implement system APIs as user processes.

All three systems suffer from very high memory system penalties. Figure 12 shows that Web server cache miss penalties are
higher for the NetBSD and Windows NT Web servers than for our
other application workloads. Although there is some locality in our
Web trace, the cache memory is not large enough to take advantage of it. This suggests that machines intended to provide high
performance
Web service could benefit from optimizations
to
avoid cache latency.
Instruction cache miss rates are significantly
higher for Windows NT than for the other two systems, and this supports our
overall conclusion that Windows NT has worse instruction locality
than the other two systems.

Prior to our investigation
of Windows
we imagined
we
might discover advantages to the unified address space model that
would provide support for proposed system structures such as
Exokernels [14] and software virtual memory [25]. We did not.
The Windows example provides no convincing evidence for the
advantages of eliminating
protection boundaries.
A number of shortcomings of the Windows system model
have become apparent in our study of the three systems. System
call hooks provide a degree of flexibility
in Windows, but there is a
performance penalty associated with that flexibility.
Because Windows must support prior generations of software, machine mode
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Our experiments with NetBSD demonstrate the performance
advantages of its monolithic
structure. Although in most cases the
performance impact of protection and portability is not significant,
it can lead to extra copies and poor use of hardware features, as
shown by the graphics microbenchmark.
The poor use of graphics
hardware in NetBSD is due to issues of portability,
adherence to
open standards, and the overhead required to support a network
windowing
system. It would be possible to improve graphics performance
for NetBSD
by supporting
more device-dependent
graphics, but it is not clear that the trade-offs. in terms of functionality, make it a desirable option.

are unavoidable.
The penalties associated with this backwards compatibility
requirement are apparent from our measurements, and the penalties are likely to increase in future generations
of 80386 compatible
processors [10]. The segmented memory
architecture used by Windows not only complicates programming
but also has serious performance implications,
As with machine
mode changes. these penalties are expected to increase in future
PC processors. The performance issues that we discuss for Windows for Workgroups 3.11 have been recognized by Microsoft. By
discouraging
use of segmented memory and reducing machinemode changes, Windows 95 [21] addresses these problems. Our
results for 32-bit Windows functionality
in Sections 4.2 and 4.5
give an indication of tbe performance that can be anticipated in
Wkdows 95,
changes

A major shortcoming of our workloads is that they are Unixcentric. They fail to demonstrate the strong point of Windows —
the abundance of interactive application software available for that
platform. Even so. they have permitted us to understand performance issues and identify crucial structural differences between
personal computer operating systems.

Our Web server experiment demonstrates the potential benefit of integrating the buffer cache and free page pool for Web servers and other systems where disk caching has a significant
performance impact. However, the memory test provides an example of how such integration of resources also creates new problems
in resource management. System implementors
need to be aware
of these problems and implement systems with the flexibility
to
accommodate potential tradeoffs.

Microbenchmarks
are useful because
lyze. With realistic applications it is much
complete understanding of software activity
Our experiments with application workloads

they are easy to anamore difficult to get a
during a computation.
give evidence that the

behavior we isolated with our microbenchmarks
has significant
impact in realistic situations. Performance counters provide clues
about behavior, but often they cannot give conclusive evidence. A
means of acquiring complete and detailed measurements of the
activity within the system is needed, This is the subject of continuing work at Harvard.

Hardware manufacturers who want to provide improved performance for the current generations of the Windows operating
system will probably need to control the latency of multi-cycle
operations such as segment register loads and machine mode
changes. If Mach 3.0 and Windows NT are indications
of the
direction of future operating systems, hardware designers need to
anticipate an increase in the absolute amount of system activity
needed to support a typical user computation.
They may need to
consider more aggressive techniques for accommodating
poor
instruction locality [5. 44].
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6. Conclusions
The structure of personal computer operating systems has a significant impact on the cost of accessing system functionality.
Our
experiments have served to quantify performance differences in
three personal computer operating system, and to identify some of
their sources.
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Win32, Windows for Workgroups and XENIX
are trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation, UNIX is a trademark of X/Open. Intel and
Pentium are trademarks of Intel Corporation.
IBM and 0S/2 are
trademarks of IBM Corporation.
Postscript is a trademark of
Adobe Systems Incorporated.
SCO is a trademark of The Santa
Cruz Operation Inc. Soft Ice is a trademark of NuMega Technologies.

The Windows backward compatibility
requirement is detrimental to performance. Using our microbenchmarks
we identified
machine mode changes, system call hooks, and segmented memory as aspects of Windows structure that have a detrimental impact
on performance.
A significant part of the cost of system functionality
in Windows is due to the structure of the system rather than the API
required by Windows applications, The superior performance of
Windows NT relative to Windows suggests that PC-style applications can be supported without the large negative performance
impact that occurs in the current Windows implementation.
Even
so, the microkemel system structure used by Windows NT to support protected address spaces and multiple APIs leads to a significant increase in system overbead for micro benchmarks relative to
NetBSD. Furthermore, our measurements consistently showed that
Windows NT has worse instruction locality. Windows NT presents
a higher load to TLBs and caches than the other two systems. This
may be due to its microkernel-like
structure, or the way objects are
used for resource management, although without better tools it is
difficult to pinpoint the difference with any precision, Finally, an
efficient graphics implementation
helped Windows NT achieve the
best overall performance for Ghostscript, in spite of the negative
performance impact of Windows NT structure that was exposed by
the microbenchmarks,
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